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Need a five-minute brain and body break? You can add some rain sticks and 
thunder tubes for extra fun, but all you really need is your body and your voice. 
 
1. Sing It’s Raining 
	  

	  
	  
	  
2. Start Body Percussion Rainstorm: 

• Light whistling (breathe in through the nose and out through the mouth*) 
• Slide hands together 
• Snap fingers+ 
• Pat legs 
• Stomp feet 

 
3. Sing Rain, Rain, Go Away while stomping feet – add score 
	  

	  
	  
	  
  



3. Finish Body Percussion Rainstorm 
• Stomp feet  
• Pat legs 
• Snap fingers 
• Slide hands together 
• Light whistling  

	  
4. Sing Mr. Golden Sun  
	  

	  
	  
	  
*This ancient strategy for calming down and centering ones’ self literally cools the 
brain down because the artery that brings fresh blood to the brain passes right 
behind the nasal passage. When you bring in cool air (room temperature), that 
blood cools down slightly, thereby cooling down the brain. As you exhale, you let 
some of the heat out into the environment, further cooling the brain. Don’t be a hot 
head; let cooler heads prevail! 
 
 
+ Lots of kindergarteners can’t snap yet. Here’s a trick to help them:  
1. Ask kids to practice touching the different fingers of one hand to the thumb of 

the same hand. Make a game of this using either finger names (pointer, middle, 
etc) or numbers. (This is good for dexterity and brain / body connections.) 

2. Have them blow hot, moist air onto their hands, then snap their middle finger 
against their thumb. There are some folks who are first or third finger snappers, 
so let the kids experiment with different fingers. Remind them to move their 
fingers as fast as they can. 


